
THE ADVANTAGES OF USING ELECTRIC VEHICLES

From the running costs of electric vehicles to their environmental benefits, there are There are a number of handy
calculators you can use to see the savings.

In addition to more charging points, the increased popularity of EVs also means more options to choose from
for the car itself. There are significant tax incentives for making the switch to electric. Life Cycle Assessment
of Electric Vehicles report - Executive Summary Challenges of electric vehicles Price â€” new electric cars
tend to cost more to buy than equivalent conventional cars, but much lower running costs will help offset the
initial higher price tag. On a cost per mile basis this means a pure electric car could cost a third or less of what
a traditional petrol or diesel car might cost. Unfortunately, there is no five minute recharge for electric cars
just yet. Battery manufacture can be than offset by increased efficiency and emissions savings over the life of
the car. It does not emit toxic gases or smoke in the environment as it runs on clean energy source. Electric
vehicles are a cleaner, more environmentally-friendly way to travel. Posted in: Eco-friendly Posted on:  Is an
electric car for me? These reasons are: 1. Plug-in hybrids have significantly lower average emissions than
traditional petrol or diesel cars too. Reduce car emissions to help the environment Humans have historically
had a very negative impact on our environment, and switching to an electric vehicle is one way to reduce
further damage to the earth. As more manufacturers have piled into the market with their own take on the
electric vehicle, the performance levels of EVs has rocketed. Even the shortcomings some may find with an
electric vehicle are quickly being diminished â€” the driving ranges keep on improving, the electric car
charging system is growing, the batteries are lasting longer, the cars themselves are becoming more attractive
and affordable, plus the Government is slowly pushing towards EVs being the go-to option. Just like charging
your mobile phone. Companies like Nissan and Tesla offer great electric models with an outstanding amount
of benefits for people who decide to invest. Advantages of electric vehicles 1 No fuel, no emissions This is the
key point that attracts many people to electric cars. Visit our vehicle total cost of ownership tool to find out
how to compare the total costs of new cars. EVs can help the United States have a greater diversity of fuel
choices available for transportation. Reduce or even eliminate your fuel costs Weekly trips to the gas station to
fuel up your car are expensive, especially when the ever-fluctuating price of gasoline is high. How Much Can
You Save? Plug-in hybrids efficiently combine an electric motor with a petrol or diesel engine, meaning they
too can be considerably cheaper to run. As company cars tend to travel further on a daily basis, the payback on
the original purchase price is faster, making EVs particularly attractive for fleets. There are a number of handy
calculators you can use to see the savings. The Ford Focus Electric is made up of recycled materials and the
padding is made out of bio based materials. Electricity generation in the U. At present, Australia is highly
dependent on other countries for petroleum imports. Renewable energy: If you use renewable energy to
recharge your EV, you can reduce your greenhouse gas emissions even further. The consumption of more
power would hamper their daily power needs.


